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0. Abstract
There are long-standing doubts about whether data from subjective scales—for instance, selfreports of happiness—are cardinally comparable. It is unclear how to assess whether these doubts
are justified without first addressing two unresolved theoretical questions: how do people interpret
subjective scales? Which assumptions are required for cardinal comparability? This paper offers
answers to both. It proposes an explanation for scale interpretation derived from philosophy of
language and game theory. In short: conversation is a cooperative endeavour governed by various
maxims (Grice 1989); because subjective scales are vague and individuals want to make themselves
understood, scale interpretation is a search for a focal point (Schelling 1960). A specific focal point
it hypothesised; if this hypothesis is correct, subjective data will be cardinally comparable. Four
individually necessary and jointly sufficient conditions for cardinal comparability are specified. The
paper then argues this hypothesis can be empirically be tested, makes an initial attempt to do so
using subjective well-being data, and concludes it is supported. Numerous areas for further
research are identified including, at the end of the paper, how certain tests could be used to ‘correct’
subjective data if they are not cardinal.
1. Introduction
Individuals regularly use subjective scales, numerical ratings of subjective phenomena. For instance,
they rate, on a (say) 0-10 scale, their happiness, life satisfaction, job satisfaction, health, pain, the
sexual attractiveness of others, the movies they watch, the products they buy, and so on.
There are long-standing doubts over whether answers from subjective scales are cardinally
comparable: does a one-point change, on a given scale, represent the same size change in subjective
experience for different people and at different times (on average).4 For instance, if I say my
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happiness has gone from a 4 to a 5 out of 10, and you say your happiness has gone from a 3 to 4,
can we conclude we each had the same size increase in happiness?5
One concern is that subjective phenomena are not perceived in units of intensity—they lack
phenomenal cardinality. If, for instance, pain is not experienced in units, then it would be confused to
say, “this hurts me as much as it hurts you”. While I discuss it later, I take it this is not the main
concern, which is whether groups of people interpret subjective scales in consistently different ways
such that numerical reports of internal states are not cardinally comparable between people
(‘interpersonally’) and/or over time (‘intertemporally’).
If subjective scales turned out to be merely ordinal—that is, the numbers represent a ranking but
contain no information on the relative magnitudes of differences—that would be a serious
inconvenience. Ordinal data do not allow us to express unit changes; this means we could not, for
example, say how much different outcomes increase total happiness. Ordinal scales cannot be
meaningfully averaged; therefore it would be incoherent to say things such as “the average life
satisfaction of Germany is 8.2/10, 1 point higher than France” or “customer satisfaction is up by
20% this month”, things we regularly do say.
Ferrer‐i‐Carbonell and Frijters (2004) observe that beliefs about the Cardinality Thesis (CT)—the
assumption of cardinal comparability for subjective scales—divide on disciplinary lines: speaking
broadly, psychologists tend to find it unproblematic, whereas economists consider it highly
suspicious. In economics, this suspicion can be traced back to Lionel Robbins in the early 20th
century who thought cardinal measures of people’s feelings were not only impossible but
unnecessary for the discipline (Layard, 2003; Hausman, 1995). Robbins supposed the aim of
economics was to determine how people act under conditions of scarcity, all that is needed to do
that is the assumption individuals have a stable ordering of preferences. A prominent and recent
example economists’ scepticism is Bond and Lang (2018), who argue in a descriptively named
paper—The Sad Truth About Happiness Scales—that various ‘key’ results in the so-called ‘happiness
literature’ rely on CT and these results can be reversed if one makes different assumptions about
how individuals report their happiness. I briefly discuss this paper later and argue it relies on
assumptions there are good reasons to reject.
Although the nature of subjective data is both fundamental and disagreed upon, there seems to
have been little explicit discussion of the cardinality thesis in the literature, excepting Ferrer‐i‐
Carbonell and Frijters (2004), Kristoffersen (2011, 2017), Adler (2013), Ng (1997, 2008), and Van
De Deijl (2017). This paucity of discussion is perhaps, on reflection, unsurprising given these issues
inhabit an apparent academic no-man’s land. The topic is theoretical by the standards of the
empirical researchers who collect and analyse subjective data—mostly economists and
psychologists. We might expect it, then it would be the nature terrain of philosophers. However,
by the standards of philosophy, this question is highly empirical. While philosophers have
discussed social scientists’ attempts to measure subjective well-being—see e.g. Alexandrova (2012,
2016), Angner (2013), Haybron (2008, 2016)—I am unaware of any discussion by philosophers of
the cardinality of these measures.
An entirely separate question is whether, given we have had the same increase in happiness, our increases have the
same value. This essay is solely concerned with descriptive questions about quantities (or intensities) of subjective
states and not about the value of distributions of these states.
5
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Kristoffersen (2011) notes that researchers often treat their data as ordinal or cardinal (and so use
different statistical tests) without clearly articulating their reasons. Stone and Krueger (2018, p189)
in an article summarising the recent research into subjective well-being (SWB)—ratings of
happiness, life satisfaction, and purpose—write that:
one of the most important issues inadequately addressed by current [SWB] research is that
of systematic differences in question interpretation and response styles between population
groups. Is there conclusive evidence that this is a problem? And, if so, are there ways to
adjust for it? Information is needed about which types of group comparisons are affected,
about the magnitude of the problem, and about the psychological mechanisms underlying
these systematic differences.
Why hasn’t this issue been addressed? Perhaps because researchers have held that this problem
can often simply be ignored. Discussions of CT often start and end with the Washing Out argument:
see e.g. Dolan and White (2007) and Bronsteen, Buccafusco and Masur (2012). The thought is that
variations in individuals’ interpretations of subjective scales, their capacities for subjective
experience, etc. are random. Therefore, so long as the surveyed populations are randomly
constructed and large enough, any differences will statistically ‘wash out’ as noise and can be
ignored. Researchers might then confidently suppose that, in a given country, any differences will
be random, hence this issue can be ignored for matters of national and sub-national policy.
However, the occurrence of washing out is necessary but not sufficient for the cardinality thesis
to hold; cardinal comparability also requires that individuals must, on average, use a linear reporting
function, where each 1-unit change on the scale represents the same magnitude change. If
reporting is non-linear, e.g. each 1-unit reported increase represents twice as big an increase as the
one before, subjective scales will not be cardinal whether or not deviations from this reporting
pattern are random.
Even if we set aside this concern, we cannot confidently assume washing out will always occur: we
might anticipate that some group differences, for instance those due to culture, will lead to
systematic differences in interpretation, and/or that individuals will change their interpretations
over time. Hence, it is necessary to understand and then evaluate the cardinality thesis.
Progress on this issue is currently hindered—if not halted—by a lack of theory. Quoting Stone
and Krueger (2018, p175) again:
In order to have more concrete ideas about the extent to which this may be a
problem, we should have a better idea of why such differences might exist in the first place,
and have some theoretical justification for a concern with systematic differences in how
subjective well-being questions are interpreted and answered.
For clarity, these seem to be the key theoretical questions here: (1) how (and why) do people
interpret subjective scales? (2) does this interpretation generate cardinally comparable answers—
and, if not, what does it lead to? (3) exactly which assumptions are needed for cardinal
comparability? (4) can these assumptions be tested and, if so, how? Unless and until we answer
these questions we are unable to address the ‘downstream’ practical concerns, namely: (5) is it
reasonable to assume cardinal comparability on the basis of the current evidence? (6) can we adjust
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subjective data if they are not cardinal and, if so, how? To the best of my knowledge, proposed
answers to these questions are mostly limited or non-existent.
To make progress, I do the following in this paper. First, I propose a theoretical explanation for
how individuals interpret subjective scales and explain how, if this hypothesis is true, we would
expect subjective data of all types to be cardinal. Second, I decompose cardinal comparability into
four individually necessary and jointly sufficient conditions. Third, I note these conditions are
empirically testable, even though they concern subjective states. Fourth, I survey the small existing
evidence for each condition; I find this broadly supports the Cardinality Thesis and gives no strong
reason to reject it. Fifth, I set out some testable predictions of the theory and explain how, if
subjective data turned out not to be cardinal, we could adjust the data by using such tests. Areas
for further research are identified throughout.
Before we proceed, four further comments on the nature and scope of this problem.
First, it is quite common to express scepticism specifically about the cardinal comparability of
subjective well-being; Davies (2015) for a book length critique. See OECD (2013) for an overview
of measures of SWB. However, if the concern is about differential interpretation of survey
questions, then this will, presumably, apply to numerical ratings of subjective phenomenon in
general.. Hence, someone who objects to treating happiness surveys, but not other subjective data—
health, hotel quality, employee satisfaction, etc.—as cardinally comparable needs to justify this
differential treatment.
Second, what is puzzling about the professional scepticism of some academics is that it does not
seem to be shared by the public. Non-response rates for happiness and life satisfaction questions,
which are often asked on a 0-10 scale, are very low and about the same as those for educational
attainment and marital status (OECD, 2013). Suppose respondents sincerely believed these scales
were ordinal—either because the subjective states lacked phenomenal cardinality, or the states
were cardinal but the scales ordinal. How would they answer? If you believe the scale is ordinal,
the numbers contain no information about magnitudes, so your choice of number is arbitrary. If
the choice seemed arbitrary to respondent, we would expect both that many not to answer and for
the answers that were given to show no pattern. As it is, not only do people find it no more difficult
to rate their subjective experiences on an apparently cardinal scale than to know whether they are
married or not, but we also do see all sorts of patterns: greater subjective well-being is associated
with higher income, being partnered, and so on (Dolan, Peasgood and White, 2008).
Third, the question of whether reports of subjective data are cardinal is conceptually distinct from
that of whether well-being (what ultimately makes life go well for us) is cardinal; we are only
concerned with the former here. For discussions of the cardinality of well-being, see e.g. Broome
(2004, ch. 5), Hausman (1995). One might unproblematically maintain that well-being consists in
a ranking of preferences (economists usually call this conception of well-being ‘utility’), and thus
that well-being is only ordinally comparable, whilst nevertheless maintaining that reports of
happiness (defined as a psychological state consisting in a positive balance of pleasure over
displeasure), movie quality, etc. are cardinally comparable.
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Fourth, for ease of exposition, I focus on subjective well-being data but, as noted, I expect this
analysis to apply to subjective scales in general.6 Whether it does is a topic for further research.
Before we turn to the Schelling point story about scale use, section two provides a brief primer on
units of measurement.
2. Units of measurement
Units of measurement are typically grouped according to their quantitative properties. The
standard four-fold division is as follows (Edwards, 1964).
Nominal scales are used for labelling variables without quantitative information, for instance,
gender, or hair colour.
Ordinal scales contain variables which have a relative magnitude, such as the order that runners
finish in a race—1st, 2nd, 3rd, etc.—but lack information about the relative difference between those
magnitudes.
Interval scales contain variables which can not only be ordered but where the differences between
measurements on the scale are equal-interval—this is the condition for cardinality. Celsius
temperature is the classic example—the difference between each one degree of temperature is the
same in terms of the change in thermal motion. What interval scales lack is a non-arbitrary zeropoint on the scale—a location where there is no underlying quantity of what the scale measures:
there is still thermal motion at zero degrees Celsius.
Ratio scales have the same properties of interval scales with the additional of having a non-arbitrary
zero point. Examples of this include mass, time, distance, and temperature when measured in
Kelvins. Ratios are meaningful, e.g. 10 minutes is twice as long as 5 minutes.
Here we are just concerned with cardinality, the property which is sufficient for an interval scale
but not for a ratio scale.
What does it mean for to say two scales are ‘cardinally comparable’? There is some ambiguity here
which I have not seen stated. Let’s say minimal cardinality obtains where a one-point change, on a
given pair of scales, represents the same size change in the underlying property. If, as it common
with subjective scales, there is a fixed number of units on the scale, e.g. an 11-unit 0-10 scale, that
means each scale has the same range. However, this still allows the scales cover different levels. An
example of this type is displayed in figure 1: A and B, which might represent (say) two countries,
have SWB scales with the same range—6 units of actual SWB—but span different levels.
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Figure 1. Minimal cardinally comparable scales with different levels
In contrast, let’s say a pair of scales has maximal cardinality, if, in addition to having minimal
cardinality, the levels are the same, i.e. 7/10 represents the same quantity on A’s and B’s scales.
While only minimal cardinality is needed for unit changes, maximal cardinality is needed for
averages, e.g. to claim, “the English are happier than the Americans”. It’s unclear which sense of
cardinality comparability is ordinarily meant, and additional assumptions are needed for the latter.
As it happens, the hypothesis I propose in the next section leads to maximal cardinality; hence,
from here onwards, when I refer to ‘cardinality’ without qualification I mean the maximal kind.
Even if the scales have cardinality, a further challenge is whether they are of ratio quality. I do not
argue for or assume a ratio scale.
3. A Schelling-point story about subjective scale use
Much of the existing discussion of cardinality is quite mathematically complex (e.g. Bond and Lang
(2018), Ferrer-i-Carbonell and Frijters (2004)). However, where the concern is how people report
their inner states, what we need—and are currently lacking—is an explanation of how people
interpret subjective scales. I propose an explanation after outlining the problems with scale
interpretation.
Suppose I ask you “How happy are you?” and give you a 0 – 10 scale. To answer this question,
you need to conscious or unconsciously fill in some details about the scale. The same will apply to
other subjective scales but I will just use happiness for simplicity.
One is: what do the end points of the scale refer to? How happy(/unhappy) do you have to be to
be a 10(/0) out of 10? There’s no logical limit to how happy you could be—happiness is
unbounded—but I have given you an apparently bounded scale—we return to this in a moment.
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I might specify 10/10 to mean (say) ‘very happy’ and 0/10 as ‘very unhappy’, but you still need to
decide what ‘very happy’ and ‘very unhappy’ mean.7
The other, as noted, is your reporting function: the relationship between your experienced and
reported happiness. You might use a linear reporting function (every one-unit change on the selfreported scale represents the same change in happiness) but you might do something else.8
Once you’ve established how to use the scale, you then think of how happy you feel in terms of
that scale. You’ve only been given a limited number of response categories, but happiness varies
(nearly) continuously, so you pick the number closest to your internal score;9 for example, you
think you’re 7.4/10, but you can only choose whole numbers, so you say you are 7/10.
How should we expect people will interpret subjective scales? An important observation made by
Grice (1989), a philosopher of language, is that conversations are often cooperative endeavours,
where speakers and listeners rely on each other to think and act in certain ways in order to be
understood. Grice proposed the Cooperative Principle: “Make your conversational contribution such
as is required, at the stage at which it occurs, by the accepted purpose or direction of the talk
exchange in which you are engaged”. This principle has several maxims, which are, roughly: to be
truthful, to give no more and no less information than required, to be relevant, and to be clear.
We can expect individuals, when surveyed, will try to accurately communicate their inner states
(Schwarz, 1995). There are, as noted, many ways to interpret the scale and individuals cannot
communicate with each other on which one to use. Hence, to make their answers accurate,
individuals will need to anticipate how other people will interpret the scale and then give their
answers in terms of the scale they expect others to use. If I am confident my 6/10 represents a
different amount of happiness from everyone else’s 6/10, I am being uncooperative and can expect
to be misunderstood.
Turning from philosophy to economics, in game theoretic terms individuals are seeking a Schelling
point, or a focal point, a default solution picked in the absence of communication (Schelling, 1960).
The most famous illustration of the Schelling point is the New York question: if you are to meet
a stranger in New York City, but you cannot communicate with the person, when and where will
you choose to meet? Thomas Schelling, the Noble-prize winning economist after whom the term
is named, asked a group of students this question and found that the most common answer was
noon (at the information booth) at Grand Central Station. One could meet at any time and place,
but certain answers are, for whatever reason, more salient and more likely to lead to successful
coordination.

Technically, one only needs to decide on the meanings of two points on the scale and extrapolate from there. As the
number of points on the scales is fixed, deciding on the meaning of two points does generate meanings for the ends
of the scale.
8
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they are beyond the scope of this essay. For some discussion, see Benjamin et al. (2020). Here, I concentrate only on
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What is the Schelling point for subjective scales? I hypothesise that, when respondents as asked to
rate the value of a subjective state and given a limited number of options, e.g. a 0 – 10 scale, they
will interpret the top and bottom of scales as, respectively, the lowest and highest values the state
takes in practice (more on this in a moment), and then interpret the scale as linear, so that each point
on the scale represents the same change in magnitude.
Why expect this?
Starting with the reporting function, linearity is the natural choice as it makes the scale cardinal; as
Ferrer‐i‐Carbonell and Frijters (2004) note, cardinal scales are the type people are familiar with,
e.g. what we use for measuring weight, height, income, etc. and hence the default option we would
expect others to use. I discuss two alternative (but implausible) reporting functions later.
A linear reporting function is necessary but not sufficient for (minimal or maximal) cardinality
comparability across time and between people. You and I might treat our own scales as equalinterval, but if yours is twice as ‘long’ as mine, then a one-point change for you is equivalent to a
two-point change for me (and so minimal cardinality will not obtain).
Regarding endpoints, I might consider using 10/10 to mean the happiest it is logically possible to
be. But there’s no logical limit to happiness, just as there is no logical limit to how large numbers
can be, so I cannot sensibly report my happiness on that scale. There is a nomological limit to
happiness—a maximum within the laws of nature in this universe—but it is not obvious where it
is, which makes it likewise impractical. Perhaps my current happiness is 5.00000001/10 on a scale
where 10/10 is the nomological limit.
We do not want our scales to be too long or too short. If I use 10/10 to mean how happy I am on
an average day, there’s no way for me to convey how happy I am at my happiest. I could use 10/10
to mean the happiest I have ever been. But what if I expect to become happier tomorrow? If I say
I’m 10/10 both days, I can’t expect the person analysing the survey to know I mean two different
things. The same concerns apply over time as they do across people. If you and I use our 10/10
to mean our personal maximums so far, but I know you have been happier than me, our scores
will mean different things.
Hence, the ‘goldilocks’ solution here—not too short, not too long—seems to be to use the
endpoints to represent the real limits, e.g. the happiest/unhappiest anyone is in the actual world.
These are both the smallest and the largest magnitudes I and others would need if we all want to
use the same length scale over time and so have cardinally comparable answers.
Of course, individuals will differ somewhat on what they think minimum and maximum in fact
are. This may not matter, however, due to a ‘wisdom of the crowds’ effect. Galton (1907) famously
observed that when a large group of people guessed the weight of a cow at a country fair, the
median answer of the crowd was surprisingly accurate: within 1% of true answer. By extension,
we can anticipate that, in aggregate, individuals’ choices of subjective scale endpoints will
approximate the true maximum and minimum.
Subjective scales are sometimes criticised for being a bounded measure of something unbounded
(“why does happiness only go up to 10? Surely it’s possible to be happier.”) (Benjamin, 2020). We
can now see this complaint rests on a misunderstanding. Subjective phenomena do not have
8

objectively measurable units. Hence, the numerical labels we attach to the ends of the scales are
effectively arbitrary—the scales could run from 0 to 1,000, -50 to 50, etc.10 If the endpoints cover
the full range that is realistically possible, then the scales are not realistically bounded: while it is
logically possible to be happier than 10/10, this is not practically possible, simply because we
‘stretch’ the scales to include whatever is actually possible.
We might wonder if people have a good idea of what the actual limits of happiness are. Further
research should investigate this, but this assumption seems reasonable: we frequently communicate
with each other about the highs, lows, and middles of our own lives and those of other people, in
the latter case often through stories.
If the hypothesis about scale interpretation were true, the cardinality thesis will hold. A linear
reporting function means each individual’s scale at a given time is cardinal; if everyone uses the
same length scale at all times and as each other, then a 1-unit reported change is the same for
everyone everywhere—minimal cardinality; as the same levels are used for the end-points—the
actual limits—we get to maximal cardinality.
As far as I know, the suggestion that subjective scale use be understood as a search for focal points
has not been offered before. With it, we have an explanation of what individuals are doing when
they answer subjective questions—they are not picking scales at random but are trying to make
themselves understood.
While the focal point I have proposed—a linear reporting function and endpoints representing
the real limits—seems the most intuitive if individuals want their answers to be understood,
respondents might choose another.
An alternative hypothesis is for individuals to use their own personal maximum and minimum
intensities to date for their endpoints; this could be motivated by respondents feeling they do not
know what the collective limits are and instead relying on their own. If individuals do this and have
different personal endpoints, the data will not be cardinally comparable.
This leaves us with two hypotheses. Before we discuss testing these empirically, let us break the
cardinality thesis into its constituent parts.
4. Decomposing and assessing the cardinality thesis
From the discussion above, it may now be clear there are four conditions are individually necessary
and jointly sufficient for CT holding on average. Let’s spell these out.
C1 Phenomenal Cardinality: the underlying subjective state is perceived in units of intensity.
C2 Linearity: there is a linear relationship between the true and the reported subjective state.
C3 Intertemporality: for each individual, the top and bottom of their self-reported scale
represent the same magnitudes of the subjective phenomenon across time and this covers
at least the full range of the phenomenon that is actually possible.

At least, not practically. One approach, experimentally pioneered by Ng (1996) is to start by assuming Edgeworth's
(1881) idea that all ‘just perceived increments’ in sensation are the same for everyone and then count up the number
of those.
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C4 Interpersonality: for different individuals, the top and bottom of their self-reported scales
represent the same magnitudes of the subjective phenomenon at a time and this covers at
least the full range of the phenomenon that is actually possible.
I now make few comments on the conditions and their evaluation.
What should we conclude about the cardinal comparability of subjective data if the conditions fail?
This depends on which condition we are concerned with and how it fails. The first condition is
fundamental: if the subjective phenomenon itself lacks cardinality, of course there could not be a
cardinal measure of it; by analogy, C1 is about whether we can have a measuring stick at all.
Continuing the analogy, C2 concerns whether the measuring sticks are bent, C3 is if the length of
each of each stick changes over time, and C4 is whether different people have the same length
sticks. Hence, if the first condition holds, but one or more of conditions two to four fail, that
means the self-reported data are not cardinal to some extent and, therefore, the subsequent concern
will be how far the data are from being cardinal (on average). It matters if our measuring sticks are
slightly bent or very crooked. The cardinality thesis could fail to be exactly true, but nevertheless
be approximately true. It’s worth adding that, if we know how bent our sticks are, then we can
straighten them.
CT requires stronger assumptions than are necessary for subjective scales to be cardinally
comparable in certain circumstances. For instance, for comparisons between my happiness scores
today and my happiness scores tomorrow, C4 isn’t necessary. As such, CT might more fully be
described the ‘Raw, Universal Cardinality Thesis’, the view the ‘raw’, unadjusted self-reports are
‘universally’ cardinally comparable, that is cardinally comparable across all times and individuals.
Having noted this, I return to calling it just the ‘Cardinality Thesis’.
Consistent with the Schelling point analysis, C3 and C4 do not specify exactly what range
individuals must use, just so long as it covers at least the actual range and the same range is used
across time and across people, respectively.
We might wonder if we can evaluate whether, or to what extent, the conditions hold. It is a
necessary property of subjective states that they cannot be measured objectively. Therefore, we
cannot empirically test for phenomenal cardinality, nor can we be certain if differences in reported
happiness are due to (a) differences in experienced happiness, (b) differences in reporting
behaviour or (c) or some combination of the two. Should we assume then, that no evidence or
reasoning would have any bearing on this topic? Is assuming scale cardinality, in the end, a matter
of faith?
This would be too fast. What we should do here is to evaluate hypotheses by using inference to
the best explanation, the methodology philosophers of science have argued is the cornerstone of
the scientific method (Boyd, 1980; Harman, 1965; Williamson, 2017). Although this may seem
obvious, I stress it because I have been surprised to find, in discussion, that sceptics of CT seem
to think that, because we cannot objectively measure subjective states, all hypotheses about
subjective states are equiprobable. While it is always the case that more than one hypothesis will
fit the facts, but that does not mean that all hypotheses are equally likely. Given our background
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beliefs, including experience of our own mental states, certain pieces of evidence will raise or lower
our credence in the various conditions.11
In the next section, I will survey the existing evidence that seems relevant to CT and explain what
we should infer from. After that, I propose various predictions that follow from the Schelling
point hypothesis; I explain how they could be empirically tested with further work and how the
results of these tests will either confirm the hypothesis or, if they falsify it, indicate how subjective
data could be adjusted to make it cardinally comparable.
5. Assessing the conditions
As there are several conditions that comprise CT, this assessment proceeds in several subsections.
5.1 Condition 1: Phenomenal Cardinality
As noted, if the subjective phenomenon at hand is not perceived in units of intensity, there could
not a cardinal measure of it.
Regarding happiness, it is introspectively obvious we can assign magnitudes to the intensities of
sensations. This is reflected in our language. As Ng (1997) points out, we do think it is coherent
to make claims of the following type, “being thrown in a bath of sulphuric acid would feel at least
twice as bad as stubbing my toe”. Ng (2008) observes it is often hard to make these comparisons
precisely, but I note that this poses no threat to there being, in reality, precise cardinal differences.
If I try to guess how many times heavier Mount Everest is than Mont Blanc, the fact I do know
precisely what the answer is does mean there is not, in reality, a precise difference in their relative
weights.12 If happiness were ordinal then all that could be said was that the sulphuric acid bath was
worse than the toe-stubbing, not that it was worse by some amount.
One criticism of hedonism, the view well-being consists in happiness, where happiness refers to
pleasurable experiences, is the heterogeneity objection: pleasurable experiences, such those from
reading a book, falling in love, or eating ice-cream are so different that there is no single, common
scale we can put them all on (Nussbaum, 2012; Heathwood, 2006). However, as Crisp (2006)
straightforwardly counters, all these experiences do seem to share a common property,
pleasurableness, or ‘hedonic feeling tone’, and this admits of degree, even if these experiences are
nevertheless qualitatively different in some respect. As noted earlier, non-response rates for
happiness and life satisfaction questionnaires are low, which indicates respondents have little
difficult in putting their subjective experiences on a single scale (OECD, 2013). Perhaps all we can
say to the sceptic who still disbelieves there are subjective units of intensity for happiness, is, as
the saying goes, “if you have to ask, you’ll never know”.
It doesn’t seem the feature of having units of felt intensity is peculiar to happiness or life
satisfaction. Hence, to the critic who disbelieves condition 1 applies to happiness, the question is

More technically, I am employing a Bayesian approach to epistemology. See Talbott (2016) and references therein.
While a formal Bayesian analysis of this topic (where we specify our prior probabilities in certain beliefs and then say
how evidence updates our posterior probabilities) is possible, I think it would add very little.
12 In other words, the vagueness is epistemic, not metaphysical. I am grateful to Caspar Kaiser for suggesting this
point.
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whether it fails for other subjective states—such as tastiness, loudness, brightness, etc.—and, if
so, what the relevant difference is.
5.2

Condition 2: Linearity

It is generally assumed the relationship between reported and underlying subjective states is linear,
but only approximately (Kristoffersen, 2011). Why only approximately? As noted, individuals have
only a limited number of response categories, which forces them to pick the response category
closest to their subjective state. As such, for a given individual at a given time, reporting behaviour
will follow a step-wise function as illustrated in figure 2. However, if we collect many reports, we
can assume the relationship between reported and true SWB approximates a line on average: there
will be about as many people who feel 6.8/10 and are pushed to report 7/10 as those who feel
7.2/10, and so on, hence the average true happiness score for those who report 7/10 is 7/10.13
There is at least some reason to think the reporting function might not be even approximately
linear. I’ll mention the two most plausible alternatives. After this, I argue linearity is supported by
the evidence and clear up two confusions.

Fig 2. Linear stepwise relationship
One possibility is that the reporting relationship is logarithmic: that each one-unit reported increase
of SWB represents a (say) doubling of the intensity of the true subjective state. This is shown in
figure 3. This seems to be motivated by a prima facie similarity to the ‘Weber-Fechner’ law in
psychophysics that the perceived intensity is proportional to the logarithm of the stimulus, thus
physical forces, e.g. sound pressure, need to roughly triple for subjects to experience a one-unit
change in subjective intensity, e.g. perceived loudness (Portugal and Svaiter, 2011).14

In fact, and this seems not to have been noticed before, this will not quite be true. Supposing happiness is roughly
normally distributed, then there will be slightly more people on the side of the cut-offs closer to the median score.
For instance, while those with a true happiness of 7.5<x<8.5 will report an 8/10, there will be more people in the
range 7.5<x<8 than 8<x<8.5 so the average true happiness score of those who report 8 will be slightly lower than 8.
14 I note the details of the law are unimportant for our purposes.
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Ng (2008) suggests another possibility: the relationship between actual and measured SWB takes
an arc-tangent form. This means the distance in actual SWB increases at the extremes of the scale.
Thus, the actual difference between a self-reported 9 and 10 (and 1 and 2) is greater than the
difference between a 3 and 4, a 5 and 6, etc. This is represented in figure 4. Ng’s rationale is that,
as there is no logical limit to happiness, the use of a linear representation which covered the full
logical range would compress all changes in happiness from ordinary life event into a tiny range
around the middle of the scale: e.g. becoming unemployed might take someone from 5/10 to
5.00002/10. The apparent advantage of the arc-tangent is that it makes the scale’s middle
comprehensive while still allowing very high happiness scores to be represented at the top of the
range.

Actual SWB

Actual SWB

Three separate pieces of evidence indicate C2, the linearity condition is true, or nearly true. The
first comes from Oswald (2008), who asked respondents to rate their own height relative to their
gender, on a horizontal line labelled “very short” on the far left and “very tall” on the far right.
Ten small equidistant vertical dashes were marked as a visual aid. The objective height of the
participants was also measured. The correlation between subjective and objective height was very
high (0.8) and regression equations found the relationship between subjective and objective

Reported SWB

Reported SWB

Figure 3. Logarithmic relationship

Figure 4. Arc-tangent relationship

height was effectively linear. This indicates individuals treat bounded scales of objectively
measurable properties—in this case height—as linear.
We might wonder if people do the same for properties which are not objectively measurable, such
as feelings. In a second study, van Praag (1991) gave subjects given ordered evaluative verbal labels
(“very bad”, “bad”, “not bad”, “not good”, “good”, “very good”) and asked subjects to place this
on a cardinal numerical scale labelled “1” and “1000”. The general pattern across individuals was
to place the labels so they were roughly equal distances apart on the scale; in other words,
individuals constructed a cardinal scale with the ordered subjective data. Note that this finding
leaves open whether each individual’s scale had the same range and/or covered the same levels.
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A third, compelling but somewhat indirect argument emerges from the homoskedasticity of errors in
subjective reports. Krueger and Schkade (2008) conducted a test-retest of net affect—individuals
are, in effect, asked how happy they are one day, asked again a week later, and the results are
compared. Intuitively, what we would expect to find is that individuals’ happiness varies by about
the same week to week regardless of their level of happiness—we do not observe those who are
very happy have wild swings in their moods whilst those who are unhappy have small changes, or
vice versa. More technically, we would expect homoskedasticity, for the error in the regression model
to be constant as the value of the predictor variable changes. Krueger and Schake find that the
test-retest differences for reported levels of net affect are homoskedastic.15 Given we expect
homoskedasticity in actual SWB, if the relationship between reported and actual SWB were linear,
then we would equally expect homoskedasticity in reported SWB, which was found. Given this is
what is found, that suggests C2 is correct.
To be clear, homoskedasticity in the reported data does not prove C2 is the case—the finding is
consistent with other reporting functions besides linearity. To illustrate, suppose a sceptic thinks
the reporting relationship is exponential and, specifically, the magnitude changes doubles between
each reported interval. To make this assumption consistent with the finding reported happiness is
homoskedastic, what would need to be the case is that someone who reported their happiness as
(say) 8/10 would need to have their actual happiness vary by about 32 times as much as someone
who reports 3/10, which is not plausible.
Some evidence points against linearity. Lantz (2013) finds that the perceived distance between
points on a 5-point Likert-style scale depends on how verbal anchors are used. For instance, using
anchors only at the ends leads subjects to perceive a relatively larger distance between points near
the ends of the scale than in the middle, i.e. going from 4 to 5 is larger than going from 3 to 4.
However, subjects were not asked how big the perceived difference was, only if they perceived
one at all; there being slight differences is consistent with the studies just mentioned and the
reporting function being very close to linear. Further research could investigate the magnitudes of
perceived differences.
I am unaware of any other non-anecdotal evidence pointing directly to logarithmic or arctangential reporting functions; for some anecdote-supported speculation on this topic, see GómezEmilsson (2019). Given the earlier Schelling point story, this is perhaps not a surprise. This issue
for non-linear functions is that there is an infinity of specific non-linear functions to choose from,
and one could not reasonably expect others to guess exactly which one you will use. For instance,
for a logarithmic function, does each one-point increase represent a doubling of happiness, a
tripling, a ten-fold increase, or something else? In terms of New York Schelling points, opting for
non-linearity is analogous to expecting a stranger to meet you at your favourite coffee shop.
Two issues lurk. First, the Weber-Fechner law in psychophysics describes relationship between an
objectively measure stimulus and a reported subjective intensity. Here, we are concerned about the
relationship between experienced subjective intensity and reported subjective intensity. Hence, we have
three relata—(1) changes in objective stimuli, (2) changes in reported experience; (3) changes in
actual experience—and we are inquiring about their relationships.
At p.18 they note “assumption of homoskedastic measurement error could be violated, but the deviation is probably
slight”.
15
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In the psychophysics experiments, the normal interpretation is that when someone reports a 1-unit
subjective increase in intensity—due to e.g. turning up the volume threefold on the speakers—
they do, in fact, experience a 1-unit subjective increase in intensity. But we only observe the
relationship between (1) and (2). To make the further inference the relationship between (1) and
(3) is logarithmic, one must infer the relationship between (2) and (3) is linear. But C2 just is the
claim there is a linear relationship between (2) and (3). Hence, it us puzzling to claim the WeberFechner law is evidence against linearity in the reporting function when the Weber-Fechner law
assumes linearity in the reporting function to derive its conclusion, which is about the relationship
between objective stimuli and subjective experience!16
The second issue is where Bond and Lang’s (2018) critique fits into this. Cutting through the
mathematics, Bond and Lang make a hypothetical argument of the following general type: if one
rejects the assumption that relationship between actual and reported SWB is linear, it is possible
to reverse many of the key findings in the SWB literature. According to Kaiser and Vendrik (2020),
the specific argument Bond and Lang use is as follows. As happiness is logically unbounded but
individuals have only limited numbers of labels, reports in the top(/bottom) category could
potentially be infinitely large(/small). Hence, an individual who reports being in the top category—
say 10/10—may have an actual level of happiness that is hundreds or thousands of times higher
than other individuals also in that top category or the categories below. Under these conditions, it
is trivially easy to reverse any result which had assumed the scale is linear (i.e. had equal-interval
cut-offs) by making suitably ‘heroic’ assumptions about the actual happiness levels of those in the
top and bottom categories.
Bond and Lang do not, however, provide any evidence for their hypothetical argument. For the
reasons already given, it is hard to believe individuals would use anything other than a linear
reporting function if they wanted to be understood others.
5.3 Remarks on conditions 3 and 4
Conditions 3 and 4 would be met if individuals used the ends of the scales to refer to the actual
maximum and minimum intensities of the subjective phenomenon over time. Why think
individuals are willing and able to do that?
One piece of evidence supporting this is the worldwide distribution of subjective well-being scores.
These follow an approximately normal distribution with responses in all the categories, as displayed
in figure 5. Why does this suggest the reported maximum and minimum represent the real
maximum and minimum? Recalling the earlier discussion, if people were using the logical or
nomological limits, the self-reports would be compressed into a very small part of the scale,
presumably near the middle. Conversely, if people’s scales were sub-actual, for instance if they
used 10/10 to mean their average happiness, then we would see a ‘bunching’ with lots of scores at
ends of the scale. If people’s scales used the actual range and their experiences are roughly normally
distributed (which seems plausible), then we would expect to see reported SWB to be roughly
16

The other possible explanation is that each doubling of objective stimulus in fact causes a doubling of subjective
intensity but that individuals only report a 1-unit increase per doubling because the relationship between reported and
experienced intensity is logarithmic. This is, in effect, the opposite pair of assumptions from those normally made. I
do not think this possibility has been seriously entertained, precisely because we believe individuals can detect equalinterval changes in subjective intensities and honestly report them when they occur.
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normally distributed and for these scores to use the full range. This is just what we see. Hence, the
data indicate that individuals are, broadly speaking, accurately reporting their subjective well-being
and that they are using the ends of the scale to represent the actual limits.
I only say, ‘broadly speaking’, however and raise three issues. First, there is, in fact, some bunching
in the top category both looking at worldwide distribution of life satisfaction scores and in all subregions; more people say they have the top level of satisfaction than we would expect from a
normal distribution. It is unclear if this represents accurate reporting, a positivity/self-delusion
bias that should be corrected for, or something. This is a topic for further research.
Second, there is some evidence that individuals use their own previous happiness, rather than the
happiness of others, as the reference points when answering happiness questionnaires (Steffel and
Oppenheimer, 2009). This is in tension with the conclusion that individuals use the real (collective)
limits for the ends of their scales. As noted, if individuals use themselves as the references points
for their scale, this has troubling implication that scales may not be cardinal over time (if individuals
change their scales) or across people (if individuals have different limits). As this is from a small,
convenience sample of American college students, it should carry less weight than a global survey.
Perhaps relatedly, in the realm of health, there’s evidence that people rate ‘perfect health’ relative
to their age group, rather than the best health possible for anyone of any age. It is unclear if this is
specific to health: speculatively, as heath varies so much between ages, respondents may expect
the helpful way to answer the question is with reference to their age group.17 These are two further
topics for further research. Clearly, we do not always use ourselves as the reference points for all
scales. If I ask, as Oswald (2008) did, how tall you are on a 0-10 scale, it would be perverse to say
“10/10” on the grounds are currently the tallest you have ever been.
Third, even if the general pattern is for individuals to use the end points to represent the actual
limit, this is consistent with various groups having different scale-lengths and levels, or people
having different lengths and levels at different times. Hence, we need to say more about
intertemporal and interpersonal comparisons.

17

Note SWB also varies with age. See e.g. Blanchflower (2020)
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Figure 5. Worldwide distribution Cantril ladder scores. These are generated by the following
prompt: “Please imagine a ladder, with steps numbered from 0 at the bottom to 10 at the top. The
top of the ladder represents the best possible life for you and the bottom of the ladder represents
the worst possible life for you. On which step of the ladder would you say you personally feel you
stand at this time?” Graph reproduced from World Happiness Report 2017 (Helliwell, Layard and
Sachs, 2017).
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5.4

Condition 3: intertemporality

Do people use the same scale over time—might a ‘6/10’ mean something different at different
moments? Here, we need to distinguish between contextual factors—those related to the survey
itself—and acontextual factors.
The psychological literature details several contextual factors that affect responses to subjective
well-being questions, such as finding a coin, being asked about your love life, your satisfaction with
politics, or whether you are surveyed in person or over the phone (Schwarz and Strack, 1999;
Deaton, 2012; Dolan and Kavetsos, 2016.
Contextual factors pose no problem for intertemporal cardinality. Not only do mood and itemorder effect have a relatively small impact, if questionnaires are asked in a standardised way, any
contextual effects will ‘wash-out’ on average (Eid and Diener, 2004; Schimmack and Oishi, 2005).
A genuine threat is posed by acontextual factors. Ng (2008). observes that happiness researchers
seem not to have noticed that individuals can rescale—alter what their scale’s end-points
represent—over their lives.
It’s important to differentiate rescaling from (hedonic) adaptation, where the subjective impact of
some event reduces over time. To illustrate, suppose Sam, a professional tennis player, reports he
is 8/10 happy now. Sam then has an accident and is unable to play tennis. He is surveyed a year
later and says he is 8/10 happy. One possibility is he had adapted to his new life and is genuinely
as happy. Another is that he is less happy but has rescaled—specifically, he has shrunk his scale,
lowering the level of happiness a 10/10 represents. A third is that some combination of rescaling
and adaptation has occurred. To be clear, adaptation poses no threat to intertemporal cardinality
as the same numbers still represent the same intensities of experiences.18
While there is a literature on reported adaptation to life shocks, e.g. divorce, unemployment, etc.,
authors seem to explicitly or implicitly assume intertemporal scale cardinality, rather than argue for
it, and hence conclude adaptation genuinely occurs where it is reported. See Luhmann et al. (2012)
for a review. In fact, I am unaware of any substantial discussion of whether reported adaptation is
better explained by rescaling, genuine adaptation, or some combination of the two. As an example
of typically brief discussion, Oswald and Powdthavee (2008, p16) state only that “There is probably
no way to reject such concerns [about rescaling] definitively, but one objection to it is that in our
data there is a continuing negative effect from longstanding disability; this seems inconsistent with
the claim that disabled people fundamentally rescale their use of language”.
To make progress here, we need to draw on and/or develop our theories of how adaptation and
rescaling work.
Starting with rescaling, I not aware of any detailed suggestions of how and why rescaling might
occur. Based on the earlier theory that individuals want to make themselves understood, I expect
that individuals will be reluctant to rescale and will only do so if forced to by new evidence. Hence,
we would only expect individuals to rescale if they experience extreme and unexpected events; if
A separate worry, which originates from Sen (1987) pp45-6 is whether the fact people do (or could) be happy in
deprived circumstances. If we think such people are happy but have low well-being, that means well-being cannot
consist in happiness. This is not our concern here.
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they had correctly anticipated the event, they would already have made their scale wide enough to
accommodate it.
How many extreme, unexpected events do people run into? Intuitively, not many; we would expect
people to have some idea of what the range of human experiences are—the joys of sex and love,
the horrors of war and suffering—either first-hand or from others’ reports. In this case, we would
not expect to see much rescaling at all.
An alternative possibility is that individuals are frequently surprised by the subjective intensity of
events. In this case, we would see rescaling occur to all sorts of major events as individuals
recalibrate their endpoints.
One way to test these hypotheses about rescaling would simply be to ask a range of people if they
had rescaled, see if anyone claims they have and, if so, what this is associated with. Another would
be to find, in panel data sets, those who we expect would have had rescaling events—e.g. extreme
pain. If we observed changes in other variables, such in income or relationship status, were
associated with a smaller changed in subjective well-being, that would indicate a stretching of
scales. These are topics for additional study.
Regarding hedonic adaptation, there are good evolutionary reasons to expect this occur, but only
to occur for some events; for more detailed discussion see Perez-Truglia (2012) and Graham and
Oswald (2010). The idea is that affective states are ‘Mother Nature’s’ way to punish/reward
animals for actions that increase/reduce our ability to survive and reproduce. Producing these
sensations is costly in terms of energy, so hedonic adaptation is the solution that reduce costs
whilst maintaining motivation. Hedonic adaptation can occur at the cognitive level too—people
change their views on things (Wilson and Gilbert, 2005). We wouldn’t expect hedonic adaptation
to occur in response to a situation that continues to be good/bad for the creature’s survival and
reproduction; for instance, it would be disadvantageous to fully adapt to pain, as then pain would
not be serving its warning function. As evidence of pain’s usefulness, those with congenital
immunity to pain, a rare medical condition, often end up severely damaging themselves
(Udayashankar et al., 2012).
Turning to the data, what we see from life satisfaction scores is that people report adaptation to
some things—e.g. becoming bereaved—and not to others—e.g. being unemployed or disabled
(Clark et al., 2008; Clark et al., 2018; Luhmann et al., 2012). If people were often surprised at how
good/bad extreme experiences were (the second hypothesis) then we would not see this; instead,
we would observe reports of adaptation across the board. Further, when we look at which events
people do and do not reportedly adapt to, these fit our evolutionary hypothesis of adaptation: we
can understand why disability and unemployment would keep being be bad—the former makes
life difficult, the latter feels shameful, and both increase isolation—and why (most) people
eventually adjust to bereavement—it does not enhance survival and reproductive fitness to remain
sad and unmotivated to find a new (reproductive) partner.
As it stands, appealing to the principle of Occam’s Razor, we are pushed to abandon the hypothesis
that rescaling occurs—it does not clearly help us explain the results.
A further test of rescaling comes from utilising data on memories. Prati and Senik (2020) compare
remembered SWB—how satisfied individuals recall being—with observed past SWB—how satisfied
19

individuals they said they were at the time. Specifically, they analyse data from respondents of a
German panel, who had been asked about their life satisfaction for years, were given the nine
different pictures of changes in life satisfaction over time (see figure 5) and asked to pick one
which best represented their own life.

Figure 5. Potential patterns of recalled satisfaction
Figure 6 displays, for each group that picked a schematic pattern, what their average observed
life satisfaction was.

Figure 6. Observed past satisfaction, conditional on chosen pattern. Reproduced from Prati and
Senik (2020)
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It is worth stressing this is an extremely cognitively demanding tasks and the individuals were only
given a limited range of options to pick from. The match between the patterns of recalled and
observed past satisfaction is thus extremely impressive.
Where does this tell us about whether rescaling occurs? If we accept there is consistency between
remembered and observed past satisfaction, there seem to be only two ways to explain this.
Either (A) individuals both use the same scale over time and have good memories or (B) individuals
change the scale use and have bad memories. If individuals used the same scales and had bad
memories, or used different scales and had good memories, there would be an inconsistency
between the recalled and past observed patterns. Prati and Senik do not raise this second
possibility.
Of the two options, (A) is the more elegant answer than (B): (B) requires not only that individuals
change their scales over time—which, as noted, they may want to resist doing to ensure
comparability of their answers—but that they have also poor memories. In fact, (B) requires quite
specific and implausible patterns of memory failure.
To illustrate, suppose you’re quite satisfied and your life satisfaction has been flat over time. This
is shown by the horizontal arrow in Fig. 7a. Also suppose that, the maximum level of your life
satisfaction scale has shrunk, illustrated by the change in length of the vertical arrows in Fig 7a.
Because of this, your reported 0-10 level of satisfaction had therefore been rising over time (Fig
7b). To make your patterns of observed past satisfaction and recalled satisfaction consistent, given
this upper-bound scale shrinkage, you would need to falsely recall that your satisfaction has
increased (Fig 7b). If you instead erroneously recalled that your satisfaction had decreased, then
there would be inconsistency between observation and recall.
10
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Figure 7a. Flat actual SWB over time with rescaling
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The same specificity applies the other way around. If your experienced satisfaction was flat but
your scales had, in fact, stretched, then your reported satisfaction would go down; to make that
consistent with recalled satisfaction going down, you’d need to falsely recall a decrease in
satisfaction.
While it is possible to imagine we have some memory failures, it seems distinctly unlikely that
rescaling would regularly be associated with a particular direction of memory failure. The most
plausible hypothesis, then, is that individuals do use the same scales over time.
A tension here is that Prati and Senik’s main conclusion is that individuals do exhibit a present
bias in memory: those who are satisfied now are likely to recall being more satisfied than they said
at the time. To derive this result, the authors assume intertemporality. The oddness here is how to
make consistent the belief that (a) our memories are good (as evidenced by the match between the
patterns of recalled and past observed satisfaction) with (b) that they are not that good (as
evidenced by the present bias). I leave this topic for further investigation.
5.5

Condition 4: interpersonality

The final condition is whether different individuals use the same endpoints at a time. There are
two types of concern here.
The first is whether there are what Nozick (1974, 41) called ‘utility monsters’, individuals who can
and do experience much greater magnitudes of happiness (or any other sort of subjective state),
than others.
I won’t dwell on this as it seems unlikely there would be substantial differences in humans’
capacities for subjective experiences. Presumably there are evolutionary pressures for each species
to have range of sensitivity that is optimal for survival. To return to an example noted earlier, being
immune to pain is an extremely problematic condition that would put someone at an evolutionary
disadvantage. Further, even if there are differences, we would expect these to be randomly
distributed, in which case they would wash out in large samples.19
The second concern is whether, continuing the terminology, there are ‘language monsters’, those
who systematically using language very differently from each other. It seems unlikely there would
be non-random differences between individuals within the same linguistic community, such as a
nation-state. Why?
An influential idea from Wittgenstein (1953), another philosopher of language, is that the meaning
of words is just their use in language (‘meaning as use’). Hence, if we succeed in making ourselves
understood via language, which we seem to do, then we do so in virtue of using words in the same
way as each other. The application to this topic is as follows: given we seem to be able to
communicate in general, it follows we are able to communicate about subjective states in particular.
As a test of the reader’s intuitions, I ask them to consider if they really believe that if someone said
they were “2/10 happy” compared to “8/10 happy”, they would really have no idea what the
person was feeling. There does not seem to be anything special about using numbers, rather than
It is worth noting that we might well expect there to be large differences between (a) current humans and both (b)
non-human animals and (c) humans’ whose genetics has substantially changed either naturally, due to the passage of
much time, or deliberately through gene editing. It is an open question whether and how we could make cardinal
comparisons between these groups
19
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words, to convey meaning: we equally understand what someone means when they have a ‘terrible’
vs a ‘wonderful’ day.
That we use words the same way is less mysterious when we realise we often regulate each other’s
use of appropriate language, the process of meta-linguistic negotiation; for some discussion, see
Plunkett (2015). For instance, if I were to say, in all earnestness, “I got a papercut, I am in agony”,
I might expect the response, “come on. That’s not what agony feels like.” Hence, we should only
expect individuals to be language monsters with respect to subjective scale only if we cannot
communicate with them in ordinary contexts.
However, even if the users of a language successful share meaning, we might still expect there to
be systematic differences between linguistic groups, i.e. different cultures and/or nations.
There are mean-level differences in SWB across countries ( Helliwell, Layard and Sachs, 2017). As
Diener et al. (2017) observe, these could be explained either by culture-specific scale use, by
differences in the conditions of those countries, or some combination of the two. How would we
go investigating this?
In the current literature, three methods for testing interpersonality have been proposed to date.
Each requires that we assume something is constant across individuals and then uses that constant
to check if the scales change. I’ll briefly explain these and what has been found using them. The
results are inconsistent, so I then make further comments about which assumption to abandon.
One is vignettes, where survey participants are given a description of someone’s life and then asked
to rate how satisfied that person is. Here is an example vignette taken from Angelini et al. (2014)
John is 63 years old. His wife died 2 years ago and he still spends a lot of time thinking
about her. He has four children and ten grandchildren who visit him regularly. John can
make ends meet but has no money for extras such as expensive gifts for his grandchildren.
He has had to stop working recently due to heart problems. He gets tired easily. Otherwise,
he has no serious health conditions. How satisfied with his life do you think John is?
If we assume vignette equivalence, that all individuals think the person in the vignette has the same
underlying experience of life, then difference in reports will be due to differential scale use (King
et al., 2004).
Kahneman et al. (2004) observe surprisingly large differences in European data: for example 64%
of Danes say they are “very satisfied” but only 16% of the French do. Angelini et al. (2014) provide
vignettes to individuals in different Europeans countries and find relatively large response patterns
to those vignettes. When these are accounted for and the scales correspondingly ‘corrected’, the
differences between the Danes and the French (as well as many other nations) disappear. This
indicates a lack of intercountry cardinality.
The second is what we might call variable equivalence, where we assume the same variable—income,
partnership, employment, etc.—have the same true impact in different places, at least if we control
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for the other variables. If we accept this then, if the coefficients of the explanatory variables have
the same size in different places, that indicates scales are the same range.20 If we instead found, for
instance, that the variables had half the coefficient size in France as Germany, we would assume
the French had a scale that was twice as long.
In an analysis of this type, Helliwell et al. (2009) examined the predictors of life satisfaction across
nations—e.g. income, levels of social capital, corruption—and found that the regression equations
were effectively the same world over, which supports the sameness of scale length.
The third is to assume intertemporality, i.e. C3, and then observe reported changes from migrants.
Assuming C3, any changes will be down to the real differences caused by living in one society
compared to another.
Helliwell, Bonikowska and Shiplett (2016) studied immigrants moving from over 100 different
countries to Canada, and found that, regardless of country of origin, the average levels and
distributions of life satisfaction among the immigrants mimic those of Canadians. As their reports
converge with those of each other, and the extant Canadians, that indicates that despite different
cultural backgrounds, the individuals have the same scales as each other. To see the importance of
the intertemporal cardinality assumption here, note that if we thought the new arrivals’ scales
changed on arrival, then that would be an explanation for their convergent scores.
These three sets of results are inconsistent: the vignette approach indicates there are international
differences in scales, while the other two indicate identical scale use. In light of this, (at least) one
approach must be faulty.
The approach that seems most likely faulty is the vignettes. Vignette equivalence assumes that
respondents will agree how satisfied the people in the vignettes are and use that make inferences
about differential scale use. However, respondents do not seem to agree. For instance, Angelini et
al. (2014) find about 30% of Germans rate ‘John’ from the above vignette as satisfied or very
satisfied, but 30% rate him dissatisfied or very dissatisfied. To assume that the respondents agree
about John’s life satisfaction requires us to conclude that respondents must mean the same thing
by “satisfied” as “dissatisfied”, which strains credulity seeing as one is positive and the other
negative. Faced with a choice of vignette equivalence or semantic equivalence (that respondents attach
the same meaning to words) the latter seems more plausible.
6. Does the existing evidence support the Cardinality Thesis? What further tests could be
done? What would we do if it were false?
That concludes the survey of the existing evidence. While the evidence base is perhaps
uncomfortably sparse in places, there does not seem be good reason to reject any of the conditions
and accept alternatives to them. Hence, it seems reasonable to conclude the cardinality thesis is
true, at least approximately, unless and until new evidence suggests others. The current crop of
studies does, nevertheless, throw up some puzzles, notably: (1) how to make sense of the claim
our memories are good but still biased; (2) apparent inconsistencies between different tests for
interpersonal cardinality; (3) how to reconcile the conclusion CT holds with the apparent finding
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I am grateful to Caspar Kaiser for pointing out this would leave open what levels the scales covered.
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individuals sometimes answer subjective scales relative to themselves or those like them, rather
that the real limits for everyone.
The next question is how to further test the CT. I have already made some suggestions above. In
addition, we can also generate testable predictions from the Schelling point hypothesis. I’ll sketch
these now.
What the Schelling point hypothesis requires is that individuals interpret scales in a very particular
way. However, as far as I am aware, there is not research which directly asks individuals how they
think they use subjective scales—specifically, what reporting function and endpoints they use—or
tries to experimentally infer how people use them.
One avenue for investigation would be to give individuals a choice of different reporting functions
and scale endpoints and then ask them to state which one is most similar to their own. For instance,
whether they think 10/10 refers to the “happiest they’ve ever been”, “the happiest they could be
in reality”, “the happiest anyone alive today could be in reality”, “the happiest anyone could
possibly be within the laws of nature”, and so on. It would support the hypothesis if individuals
think that they use linear reporting functions with the real limits for the end-points. Relatedly,
individuals could be asked how they expect others to interpret subjective scales. Qualitative
questions about why they picked their choices would also be illuminating. Even if we are worried
that individuals think they behave in one way, but in fact behave in another, such research would
have some value and build an evidential picture.
The other, related avenue is to see how individuals behave, rather than ask them how they think
they behave. Differently labelled scales could be presented, both to the same or to different groups
of individuals, and those individuals asked to give ratings for themselves. For instance, respondents
could be asked to rate their happiness on a series of 0-10 scales, where the 10s are variously: left
unlabelled; marked “the happiest you’ve been so far”; “the happiest any human has ever been in
history”; “the happiest it is possible for any life form to be within the laws of nature” and so on
(with equivalent markings for the 0). The reporting function could be tested in a similar way: the
same and different individuals would be presented with an array of explicitly specified or entirely
unspecified options and asked to give subjective ratings. We would then conclude that the labelled
scale and reporting functions which has answers most similar to the unlabelled ones would be how
individuals, by default, interpret subjective scales. It would support the hypothesis if, for instance,
scores were most similar between the unlabelled reporting function and the reporting function
labelled as linear.
Of course, further work might indicate the cardinality thesis is false. Can we, as Stone and Krueger
wonder, adjust for this? As stated in section 4, if the problem is C1, the answer is No. However,
if it is C2, C3, or C4 the answer is Yes. As noted in section 4, there are only a few ways our
‘measuring sticks’ can go wrong; hence, if we understand where and what type of error there is,
we can correct for it.
I will elaborate with an example. Suppose individuals state and/or we infer from their responses
that they use a particular non-linear reporting function, say a specific logarithmic one. In this case,
as Kristofferson notes, we could simply apply the relevant mathematical function to the raw self-
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reported data so that the transformed scores are then cardinally comparable. A similar approach
could be applied for the intertemporality and interpersonality conditions.
7. Conclusion
Much of our lives, including much of science, relies on the use of subjective data. These data are
often thought to be cardinally comparable. If they were not, that would substantially limit what we
would be able to infer from them and necessitate a stark reconsideration of what we think we
know. This topic seems to have attracted much attention; as a result, there were gaps in theoretical
and practical understanding. This paper has tried to fill some of these gaps. I have proposed a
theory of how individuals might intuitively interpret subjective scales in order to be understood
and how this would lead to their answers being cardinal comparable. I then identified several
distinct conditions for cardinality, explained how we could, in theory, assess them, and then went
on to do so using the existing evidence. This highlights various areas for further research but left
us with the tentative conclusion that subjective scales are best understood as cardinally comparable.
I closed by explaining how a lack of cardinality in the ‘raw’ subjective data is fixable and should
not cause us to abandon its use. The conclusion of this essay is therefore optimistic. Not only have
we not found a problem where we feared there might be one, but we may well be able to fix the
problem if we later discover it does exist.
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